time delay @+10 on this arc means that from the time when
the transition FRotateOne is fired, it needs 10 time units to
make the generated token to the place startF available. Among
these time units, the token is unavailable and cannot fire any
transition. This ensures that the time interval between the start
of two cycles is 10 time units. In other words, it takes 10 time
units that the motor rotates one cycle. Taking this mechanism,
the motor model is totally consistent with the desired rotating
requests. The case when there is a token with the value ACW
in the place PLCcmd is similar.
Once there is a token with the value FIXED on the place
PLCcmd, the transition setready3 is enabled. When it fires, the
token value of the place endRotate is replaced by true. This
disables the transitions FRotateOne and BRotateOne according
to the guard expressions of the two transitions. This ensures
that once receiving the stop command, the motor will stop
rotating immediately. In addition, the firing of the transition
StopF will consume a token from the place startF and the
transition StopB will consume a token from the place startB.
This assures that when the motor stops after some kinds of
rotation, it will not perform any self-motion in the later time
unless it receives a rotating command from the PLC again. In
other words, once the motor stops, it returns to its initial state.

E. Model Composition
To get the whole system model, place fusion [16] techniques
are applied to bind the four sub models together. Same names
have been given for those places which needed to be fused for
the four sub models. Through fusing the places named userCmd into one, the places named PLCcmd into one, the places
named Actioned into one and the places named Getvalue into
one, the whole model of the system is obtained. The place
fusions are shown in Fig. 2 - Fig. 6 by the rectangle attached
beside the places to be fused. There are four fusion sets, named
by Fusion1, Fusion2, Fusion3, and Fusion4, respectively.
F. As a reactive system model
The model can represent the PLC system behaviors for
one user command. However, the real case is a reactive
system and it can continuously accept user commands and act
accordingly. The TCPN model for the reactive system can be
easily obtained by returning to the home state after finishing of
a single user command. In detail, the system should be reset to
the initial state by setting the marking of some places, see the
Reset model in Fig. 7, where the input place and output places
of transition reset are fused with the corresponding places in
the former sub models.

D. Sensor
The sensor is to capture the signal when the motor rotates
one cycle and when it stops. The TCPN model of the sensor
is shown in Fig. 6. The place Sensor represents the sensor
resource in the system and the transition Capture expresses the
sensing action. Noting the fact that the PLC can only detect
the signal from the sensor at the beginning of its scan cycle,
only the newest sensor value can be detected. This case is
expressed in the senor model: new sensor value will replace
the old one. It is implemented by the double arcs between the
transition Capture and the place Getvalue and assigning the
initial marking of the place Getvalue with a token with the
value NON. In this way, each firing of the transition Capture
will consume a token with the old sensing value from the place
GetValue and generate a token with the new sensing value to
the same place. In addition, we specify that the capture action
consumes one time unit to finish by adding the time delay
inscription on the transition Capture.
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G. Modeling in practice
In practice, after system modeling using the proposed
method, some original deficient considerations and misunderstandings of the plants can be easily found. For example, for
the motor, the request of returning to the initial state after a
task execution was not considered in detail at first. When the
TCPN model of the motor was constructed, there was no arc
from the place startF to the transition stopF or the arc from
the place startB to the transition stopB in Fig. 5. Through
several simulations on the motor model, we find that the motor
can self-move in a future time even it stopped with the stop
command then. This error is hard to find if the formal model
of the plant was not constructed. The correct understanding of
no-memory characteristics of the sensor is also obtained from
the modeling with the method. In summary, this modeling
method can help understand the actions inside the plants as
well as the interactions. It can save vast efforts to debug the
corresponding errors after PLC programming.
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V. F ORMAL A NALYSIS
This section explains how to formally analyze the synchronization problem on the TCPN model and shows the advantage
of the proposed analysis method.

TCPN model for the PLC system with CPN tools. The analysis
result is obtained and shown in Table I.
TABLE I
T HE GENERAL ANALYSIS RESULTS GIVEN BY CPN tools

A. State Space Analysis

State Space

There are three methods which are often used to analyze
a Petri-net based model: (1) state space analysis method;
(2) simulation method and (3) invariant method [13]. The
state space analysis method is taken as our formal analysis
method because it can give the complete proof of the dynamic
properties of the TCPN model.
The basic idea of the state space analysis method is to
construct the occurrence graph which contains a node for
each reachable marking and an arc for each occurring binding
element. A powerful tool CPN tools [17], [18] is adopted to
analyze the system modeled by TCPN.
Due to the existence of time evolution, the state space of
the TCPN model is infinite. Therefore, the Reset sub-model is
bypassed to get an acyclic model. In other words, we formally
analyze the user command one by one, instead of analyzing
the continuously running model directly. Furthermore, to ease
the analysis, some other changes will be made on the model.
First, since the synchronization is independent of the control
panel in this case, the user command is specified as a fixed
value: letting the light down 2 meters. Thus, the TCPN model
of the control panel is modified by removing the initial token
from the place init, removing the arc from the place init
to the transition Start1 and replacing the initial token value
of the place d set by down, the place h set by integer 2.
Second, two auxiliary places countF and countB are added
to record the cycles that the motor has clockwise rotated and
counter clockwise rotated, respectively. The both places have
an initial token with the value of zero. Each time the transition
FRotateOne fires, the value of the place countF increases by
1 and each time the transition BRotateOne fires, the value of
the place countB increases by 1. The modified TCPN model
of the Motor is shown in Fig. 8.
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Motor ’ FRotateOne 1
Motor ’ StopF 1
Motor ’ setready1 1
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No infinite occurrence sequences.

There are 145 nodes and 144 arcs in the occurrence graph.
The full state space was generated for the analysis. From the
analysis results of upper bounds and lower bounds of all places
in the model, an 1-safe TCPN model is obtained. There is only
one dead marking with the node number 145, representing
the only deterministic final state. In addition, since the user
command is specified on the Control Panel in the modified
model, there are five transitions in the model never being
enabled. The light control system is non-circular, so there
is none live transitions in the model. Finally, the fairness
properties are unconcerned since the occurrence graph is finite.
B. Synchronization Analysis
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The TCPN model of the Motor with auxiliary places

After constructing the occurrence graph of the modified

The synchronization problem exists among the actions of
the PLC, the Motor and the Sensor. If the system is correctly
synchronized, each time the counter inside the PLC decreases
by 1, the motor will rotate just one cycle. Then when the
system stops in the end, the number of cycles that the motor
has rotated should equal to the value computed by formula
(1).
some ML functions [17] are coded to check the synchronization of the model. These functions can be checked on the state
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TABLE II
ML FUNCTIONS USED TO CHECK SYNCHRONIZATIONS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

ListDeadM arkings();
M ark.M otor countF 1 145;
M ark.M otor countB 1 145;
P redAllN odes(f n n ⇒ (ms
P redAllN odes(f n n ⇒ (ms
P redAllN odes(f n n ⇒ (ms
P redAllN odes(f n n ⇒ (ms

[11], [12], the method in this paper is more intuitive.
C. Use the analysis result

to
to
to
to

col(M ark.M otor countB 1 n) < 0));
col(M ark.M otor countB 1 n) > 34));
col(M ark.M otor countF 1 n) < 0));
col(M ark.M otor countF 1 n) > 0));

space and the results will be returned after the calculations in
CPN tools. The ML functions and the explanations are given
in Table II.
In function (1), ListDeadMarkings( ) returns a list with
all those nodes that are dead, i.e., have no enabled binding
elements. For the light control system, this function returns
val it = [145]. This means that the system is terminable and
the only terminal state is the node with the number 145 in
the occurrence graph. Then function (2) (3) are applied to
check the token values of the places countF and countB in
the state with the number 145, respectively. The result of
function (2) is zero and the result of function (3) is 34. This
demonstrates that the motor has rotated 34 cycles counterclockwise and has not any clockwise movement when the
system terminated. It implies that the number of the cycles the
motor has rotated equals to the value computed by formula
(1). In this way, it is verified that the system designed by
the TCPN model is correctly synchronized. The conclusion
can be further confirmed by Functions (4)-(7). Function (4) is
to check all the states on which the place countB can have
a token with the value less than zero. Functions (5)-(7) are
defined in the similar way. Through calculating on the state
space of the light control system, all the four functions returns
an empty list val it = [ ]. This means that for each state during
the system running, the number of the cycles the motor has
rotated counter clockwise is always not less than zero and not
bigger than the maximum value it should rotate. Moreover, the
motor never rotates clockwise during this execution.
In the TCPN model, the fact that the system is correctly
synchronized is determined by the time information attached
to the actions in the system. Now, reduce the time delay that
the motor rotates one cycle needs from 10 time units to 2 time
units. This might be caused by adopting a new Motor which
is four times faster than the original one. The corresponding
model is modified by replacing the two appearances of arc
inscription p@+10 with p@+2 in Fig. 8. Then redo the formal
analysis above. The function ListDeadMarkings( ) returns the
value val it = [217]. Then the function Mark.Motor’countB
1 217 returns the value val it = [35]. That is to say, when
specifying the motor to rotate 34 cycles it rotated 35 cycles
instead. Therefore, it shows the wrong synchronization in the
new model.
From the two examples of correct synchronization and
wrong synchronization above, we can see that taking the
TCPN model defined in Section IV, the synchronization problem can be easily analyzed by just several functions. Compared
to the other modeling methods on synchronization [9], [10],

The advantage of this modeling and analysis method also
embodies in that the analysis results can do help in the later
equipment choosing and programming phase of the engineering.
For the equipment selection, we assign time delay which
are predicted on the TCPN model first, then execute the
formal analysis introduced above. If it does not synchronize
correctly, this means that, with the given PLC scan cycle and
the performance of the equipment, motor for example, the
implementation of the control by PLC may get wrong result.
Some of the equipments should be replaced to ensure the
precise control. we modify the time delays of the plants to
be selected, and then analyze the model repeatedly, until the
analysis gives the correct result. Therefore, the performance
reference values of the equipments are achieved to ensure the
correct synchronization and accurate control.
The benefit of our work is the system-level model of the
whole PLC system, including the PLC controller and its
environment. The system-level model is important for analysis.
As to the programming, after the formal analysis and selection
of the appropriate plants, the synchronization between PLC
and its controlled plants is automatically ensured. Therefore,
the PLC implementation can be easily derived reference to the
TCPN model of the PLC controller. Take the light control case
as example, from the TCPN model in Fig. 3, we can conclude
that the PLC program has three inputs: the height, the direction
and the sensor value and one output: the control signal to the
motor. The calculation of the counter and the judgement can
be easily matched to the PLC codes. We’d like to consider the
(automatically) code generation work in the future.
In sum, the formal analysis method proposed in this section
can give critical information on the function and performance
of the designed system. These information can do help to the
later phases after the system design.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The method of constructing a formal TCPN model for
a PLC-based system was presented in this paper. The system properties, such as synchronization, have been formally
analyzed. The case studies are given on the light control
part in the stage machinery control system developed for the
National Grand Theater of China. For the TCPN modeling,
we demonstrated how to construct a TCPN model in terms of
requirements compositionally. For the properties analysis, we
applied the state space analysis method to formally analyze the
synchronization problem in the PLC-based system through the
time information in the TCPN model. The case studies have
shown that the approach is effective in the system modeling
and correctness assurance in practical applications.
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